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FOREWORD

The International Nuclear Event Scale (INES) is being introduced for a trial
period, the primary purpose being to facilitate communication between the nuclear
community, the media and the public on such events. The scale runs from zero, for
events with no safety significance, to seven for a major accident.

The scale has been circulated to Member States of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) and the Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organisation for Eco-
nomic Co-operation and Development and it is presently anticipated that the trial
period will last until late 1991. Provision has been made for the scale to be refined
thereafter in the light of experience. It is designed as an important tool in providing
prompt, clear and consistent information on nuclear events wherever and whenever
they may occur.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND

The international nuclear event scale has been formulated by a group of experts
convened jointly by the IAEA and the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD
(OECD/NEA), following guidance from a series of meetings convened to discuss the
general principles underlying such a scale. It also draws on the experience obtained
in the operation of severity scales in France and Japan and from consideration of pro-
posed scales in a number of other countries. Its primary objective is to facilitate a
common understanding amongst specialists in the nuclear industry, the public and the
media. It attempts to put incidents and accidents at nuclear plants into perspective,
explaining in simple terms their significance and relative importance.

The scale will be used initially on a trial basis for a period of about one year
in those countries that wish to participate. Progress will be monitored by the IAEA
and NEA and by each participating country. If necessary, the scale will be revised
in the light of experience and the views of the nuclear community, the public and the
media.

The scale has initially been designed for use primarily with nuclear power reac-
tors. However, its use for nuclear installations other than reactors is also desirable.
During the trial period, the intention is to review the need for modifications to encom-
pass the wider range of circumstances which can prevail at nuclear installations other
than power reactors.

The scale is presented in three forms. Firstly, in the form of a simple matrix
(Fig. 1) with key words generally indicative of the significance of events to show the
three separate criteria that are used to classify events and to show the equivalence of
levels according to the different criteria. The wording in this matrix is chosen to give
a general indication of the safety significance and is not intended to be precise or
definitive. Secondly, the scale is presented in a form intended for public information,
combining the three criteria and giving a number of definitions for each level of the
scale (Fig. 2). Thirdly, the scale is presented in the form of detailed guidance to
enable those assessing incidents and accidents to allocate them to a position on the
scale in an internationally consistent manner. This detailed guidance also contains
examples of how the scale has been used to categorize a number of actual events.

The international scale does not replace the criteria already adopted nationally
and internationally for the reporting, description, definition and technical analysis of
nuclear incidents and accidents. Neither should the scale be used for comparing
safety performance between one country and another. Furthermore, if emergencies
arise at a nuclear power plant, existing national planning arrangements will always
take precedence over the use of the scale. The international scale is designed to be
used promptly following an event in order to give an early public perspective on its
safety importance. Although reclassification to a different level on the scale can be
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Level/
Descriptor

7
Major
accident

6
Serious
accident

5
Accident
with off-site
risks

4
Accident
mainly in
installation

3
Serious
incident

2
Incident

1
Anomaly

0
/Below scale

C R I T E R I A

Off-site impact

Major release:
Widespread health
and environmental
effects

Significant release:
Full implementation
of local emergency
plan

Limited release:
Partial implementation
of local emergency
actions

Minor release:
Public exposure of
the order of
prescribed limits

Very small release:
Public exposure at
a fraction of
prescribed limits

On-site impact

Severe core damage

Partial core damage

Acute health
effects to workers

Major contamination

Overexposure of
workers

Defence-in-depth
degradation

Near accident

Loss of defence-
in-depth provisions

Incidents with potential
safety consequences

Deviations from
authorized functional
domains

No safety significance

Fig. 1. Basis for nuclear event scale.



made at a later date as a result of more detailed analysis or further developments, such
cases of reclassification should be kept to a minimum.

Although broadly comparable, nuclear safety criteria and the terminology used
to describe them vary from country to country. The international scale has been
designed to take account of this fact, but it is possible that user countries may wish
to clarify the scale within their national context.

1.2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SCALE

Events classified on the scale relate only to nuclear or radiological safety.
Industrial accidents or other events which are not related to nuclear operations are
not classified. They are termed 'out of scale'. For example, faults affecting only the
availability of a reactor turbine or generator would be classified as out of scale. Simi-
larly, major events such as fires, aircraft crashes and earthquakes, which are very
important events in their own right, are to be considered out of scale when they do
not involve any possible radiological hazard.

Very minor events which have no safety significance are classified as 'below
scale' or 'level zero'. Guidance has been formulated to assist users in determining
which events should be classified as below scale and this is contained in Section 4.5.

The scale itself is divided into two parts. The lower levels (1-3) relate to nuclear
incidents, the upper levels (4-7) to nuclear accidents.

The scale is designed to be approximately logarithmic. Thus, it is expected that
the number of events might decrease by about an order of magnitude for each succes-
sive level on the scale.

The second column in Fig. 1 relates to events resulting in off-site releases of
radioactivity. Such releases are understandably of concern to the public. Thus, the
lowest point in this column represents a release giving the most exposed person off-
site an estimated radiation dose numerically equivalent to about one-tenth of the
annual dose limit for the public; this is classified as level 3. Such a dose is also typi-
cally about one-tenth of the average annual dose received from natural background
radiation. The highest level in the second column of the matrix (level 7) corresponds
to a major nuclear accident with widespread health and environmental consequences.

The third column considers the on-site impacts of the event. This category
covers a range from level 3 (major contamination and/or overexposure of workers)
to level 5 (typically representing a situation where the nuclear reactor core has been
severely damaged).

All plants are designed such that a succession of safety systems act to prevent
major on-site or off-site impacts. The fourth column of the matrix relates to incidents
at nuclear installations in which this defence-in-depth has been degraded. This
column spans the incident levels 1-3.



LEVEL

ACCIDE\TS
7

6

5

4

DESCRIPTOR

Major
accident

Serious
accident

Accident
with off-site
risks

Accident
mainly in
installation

CRITERIA

• External release of a large fraction of the reactor core inventory typically
involving a mixture of short and long lived radioactive fission products
(in quantities radiologically equivalent to more than tens of thousands of tera-
becquerels of iodine-131).

• Possibility of acute health effects. Delayed health effects over a wide area, possi-
bly involving more than one country. Long term environmental consequences.

• External release of fission products (in quantities radiologically equivalent to the
order of thousands to tens of thousands of terabecquerels of iodine-131). Full imple-
mentation of local emergency plans probably needed to limit serious health effects.

• External release of fission products (in quantities radiologically equivalent to the
order of hundreds to thousands of terabecquerels of iodine-131). Partial implemen-
tation of emergency plans (e.g. local sheltering and/or evacuation) required in some
cases to lessen the likelihood of health effects.

• Severe damage to a large fraction of the core as a result of mechanical effects
and/or melting.

• External release of radioactivity resulting in a dose to the most exposed
individual off-site of the order of a few millisieverts.
Need for off-site protective actions generally unlikely except possibly for local food
control.

• Some damage to reactor core as a result of mechanical effects and/or melting.

• Worker doses that can lead to acute health effects (of the order of 1 Sv).

EXAMPLES

Chernobyl, USSR
(1986)

Windscale, UK
(1957)

Three Mile Island,
USA (1979)

Saint-Laurent,
France (1980)



LEVEL

INCIDENTS
3

2

1

Below scale
/zero

DESCRIPTOR

Serious
incident

Incident

Anomaly

No safety
significance

CRITERIA

• External release of radioactivity above authorized limits, resulting in a dose to the
most exposed individual off-site of the order of tenths of a millisievert. Off-site pro-
tective measures not needed.

• High radiation levels and/or contamination on-site as a result of equipment failures
or operational incidents. Overexposure of workers (individual doses exceeding
50 mSv).

• Incidents in which a further failure of safety systems could lead to accident
conditions, or a situation in which safety systems would be unable to prevent
an accident if certain initiators were to occur.

• Technical incidents or anomalies which, although not directly or immediately
affecting plant safety, are liable to lead to subsequent re-evaluation of safety
provisions.

• Functional or operational anomalies which do not pose a risk but which indicate a
lack of safety provisions. This may be due to equipment failure, human error or
procedural inadequacies. (Such anomalies should be distinguished from situations
where operational limits and conditions are not exceeded and which are properly
managed in accordance with adequate procedures. These are typically 'below scale'.)

EXAMPLES

Vandellos, Spain
(1989)

Fig. 2. INES scale in descriptive form.



An event which possesses characteristics represented by more than one column
in the matrix is always classified at the highest level achieved in any column.

Even though detailed guidance has been formulated to assist in the classification
of events, it is accepted that engineering judgement must play a role in fixing the
appropriate level.

It is obviously intended that the detailed guidance should be consistent with the
presentations of the scale given in Figs 1 and 2. However, it is important to use the
detailed guidance when classifying events to avoid a misinterpretation of the simpli-
fied descriptions used in these figures.

2. OFF-SITE IMPACT

2.1. DEFINITION

The classification of events in terms of the off-site impact criterion takes
account of the actual radiological impact outside the plant. This can be expressed in
terms of the release of fission products, the exposure of members of the public, or
possible actions which can be taken to protect the public in order to limit the conse-
quences of the release.

Five levels have been selected, starting from level 7, where a large fraction of
the core inventory is released, down to level 3, where the off-site dose is numerically
equivalent to about one-tenth of the annual dose limit for the public.

Releases of radioactive fission products to the environment below those catego-
rized in level 3 are considered insignificant for the purpose of classifying an event
on the severity scale according to off-site criteria. It is only the concept of defence-in-
depth which has to be considered in these lower levels.

2.2. LEVEL STRUCTURE

Level 7. A major release which causes widespread health and environmental
effects.

— A large fraction of the core inventory typically involving a mixture of short and
long lived radioactive fission products is released outside the plant, the amount
of which is radiologically equivalent to several tens of thousands of tera-
becquerels of B1I or more.

— With such a release, there is a possibility of acute health effects; delayed health
effects over a wide area, perhaps involving more than one country, are
expected.

— Long term environmental consequences are also likely.



The Chernobyl accident is typical of a level 7 event.

Level 6. An event in which a significant release of radioactive fission products
occurs.

— The external release corresponds to a quantity of fission products radiologically
equivalent to the order of thousands to tens of thousands of terabecquerels of
BII.

— It is very likely that, as a result of the actual release, full implementation of
local emergency plans will be judged necessary to limit health effects on mem-
bers of the public.

Level 5. The event causes a limited release of fission products to the
environment.

— The external release corresponds to a quantity of radioactive fission products
radiologically equivalent to the order of hundreds to thousands of tera-
becquerels of 131I.

— As a result of the actual release, a limited implementation of emergency plans
will be required in some cases, for example, localized sheltering and/or evacua-
tion, to minimize the likelihood of health effects.

Level 4. The event causes a minor release to the environment which could result
in an exposure of members of the public of the order of the prescribed limits.

— The external release of radioactivity results in a dose to the most exposed
individual off-site of the order of a few millisieverts. Within a particular coun-
try, this criterion can also, where appropriate, be expressed in terms of cor-
responding annual effluent discharge limits as authorized by the national
authority.

— As a result of the actual release, off-site protective actions are generally
unlikely, except for possible local food controls. Such actions can nevertheless
be taken as a precautionary measure against further degradation of the plant
status, as taken into account in the other classification criteria (degradation of
defence-in-depth and on-site impact).

Level 3. A very small amount of radioactivity is released to the environment;
this could result in an exposure of members of the public at a fraction of the
prescribed limits.

— The unauthorized external release of radioactivity results in a dose to the most
exposed individual of the order of tenths of a millisievert. Within a particular
country, this criterion can also, where appropriate, be expressed in terms of
corresponding annual effluent discharge limits as authorized by the national
authority.



— As a result of the actual release, off-site protection measures are not needed.
Such measures can nevertheless be taken as precautionary measures against fur-
ther degradation of the plant status, as taken into account in the other classifica-
tion criteria (degradation of defence-in-depth and on-site impact).

3. ON-SITE IMPACT CRITERIA

3.1. DEFINITION

The classification of events by the on-site impact criterion takes account of the
actual impact within the nuclear power plant, regardless of the possible off-site
releases and defence-in-depth implications. It considers mainly the spread of radio-
active products within the site but outside their as-designed containments. Since sig-
nificant on-site impact may result from core damage, the status of the fuel and its
cladding is considered specifically under this criterion.

Three levels of classification have been selected for the on-site impact. Below
level 3, the on-site impact is considered as insignificant for the purpose of classifying
an event on the severity scale; it is only the concept of defence-in-depth which has
to be considered at these lower levels.

3.2. LEVEL STRUCTURE

Level 5. Severe core damage or melt has occurred. Severe damage is considered
to have occurred when more than a few per cent of the fuel is molten or more than
a few per cent of the core inventory has been released from the fuel assemblies.

Level 4. Partial core damage has occurred. The boundaries for partial core
damage are difficult to define. Although some guidance is given here, the levels are
to be considered as orders of magnitude. Partial core damage is considered to have
occurred when: more than about 10% of the fuel cladding has failed; or any fuel melt-
ing has occurred; or more than about 0.1% of the core inventory has been released
from the fuel assemblies.

Other events resulting in radiation and contamination levels leading to worker
doses of the order of 1 Sv' (that can produce acute health effects) have also be
considered.

1 For simplicity, the doses are expressed in terms of effective dose equivalent
(sieverts), although doses in the range involving acute health effects should be more correctly
expressed in terms of absorbed dose (grays).



Level 3. Major contamination and/or overexposure of workers has occurred.
This means:

— Events resulting in significant exposure of several workers (individual doses
exceeding 50 mSv; or

— Major contamination of an accessible plant area resulting in several workers
receiving an effective dose equivalent of more than 50 mSv or likely to receive
a committed dose equivalent to an organ of more than 500 mSv; or

— Events leading to the presence of significant quantities of radioactivity in the
installation, in areas not expected by design, and which require corrective
action. In this context 'significant quantity' should be interpreted as:

(a) Contamination by liquid effluents involving a total activity of all nuclides,
except tritium, of the order of a tew hundred gigabecquerels.

(b) An airborne release contained within a building and involving activity of
radiological significance equivalent to the order of a few gigabecquerels of

4. DEFENCE-IN-DEPTH CRITERIA

4.1. DEFINITION

The safety of a nuclear installation is assured by:

(a) Design: A number of barriers are provided to prevent a release of
activity and their integrity is assured by the provision of
redundant safety systems.

(b) Surveillance: Regular testing, inspection and maintenance is carried out
to ensure that items important to safety are operable as
required.

(c) Operation: The plant must be maintained within its safe operating
envelope.

(d) Safety culture: A correct attitude to safety must be maintained.

As noted in IAEA Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-3, entitled Basic Safety Princi-
ples for Nuclear Power Plants, the defence-in-depth concept includes protection of
the barriers by averting damage to the plant and to the barriers themselves. The
categorization in terms of this criterion is generally based on the occurrence, or possi-
ble occurrence, of an initiator (initiating event) and the status of the safety systems
required to maintain the integrity of the barriers rather than on the state of the barriers
themselves. The status of safety systems includes not only the availability of plant sys-
tems but also compliance with the operating procedures.



Failure of the barriers themselves leading to radiological consequences will
generally result in classification by criteria 1 and 2 of the scale.

4.2. UNDERLYING LOGIC FOR SEVERITY CLASSIFICATION

Three levels of defence-in-depth degradation have been selected to reflect the
extent of the impairment of the overall system.

Events involving a degradation of the plant defence-in-depth will generally be
of two possible forms: either an initiator (initiating event) requiring the operation of
safety systems, or the degradation of a safety system without an initiator.

(a) In the first case, the initiator is an operational process deviating from normal
operation which challenges any of the safety functions. For such events, safety
systems will have been provided as part of the design in order to limit the conse-
quences of the event to an acceptable level. The classification of the event will
then depend on:

— The anticipated frequency of the event
— the possible consequences of the event if safety system performance is

inadequate
— the operability of the associated safety systems.

(b) In the second case, no deviation from normal operation of the plant actually
occurs, but the observed degradation of the safety systems could lead to signifi-
cant consequences if one of the initiators for which the degraded safety systems
were provided actually occurred. In such a case, the severity will of course
depend mainly on the extent to which the safety systems are degraded.
However, the severity will also depend on the anticipated frequency of the par-
ticular initiator and on its possible consequences without the operation of safety
systems.

4.3. SEVERITY CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA

With the event classification logic described above, the severity of an event may
be classified by using Table I, which combines:

— the feet whether the initiator actually occurred or not
— the best estimate frequency of the initiating event
— the operabiliry of the safety systems.

10



TABLE I. SEVERITY CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA FOR DEGRADATION OF
DEFENCE-IN-DEPTH

Initiator
frequency

Safety
function
availability

A Full

B Within operational
limits and conditions

C Adequate

D Inadequate

Expected

Real

1R

0/1

1/2

3

3a

Postulated

IP

—

0

1/2

3

Possible

Real

2R

1/2

2/3

3

3"

Postulated

2P

—

0

1/2

3/2

Unlikely

Real

3R

2/3

2/3

3

3a

Postulated

3P

—

0

1/2

2/1

These events may be classified by their on-site and off-site impact at a higher level.

4.3.1. Initiator (initiating event) frequency

Each country has its own method of classifying events. However, the spectrum
of normal operation, anticipated operational occurrences and accident conditions can
be divided into three different initiator categories according to their frequency of
occurrence. In Table I, the three categories are called: expected, possible and
unlikely.

Expected (1). This covers normal operation events and anticipated operational
occurrences.

Possible (2). Events which are not expected, but have an anticipated frequency
during the plant lifetime of greater than about 1% (corresponding roughly to
1 x 10"4 per reactor-year).

Unlikely (3). The initiators considered in the design of the plant which are less
likely than the above (the so called 'design basis accidents').

Typical examples of initiators categorized into expected, possible or unlikely
are given in the Appendix.

Table I is further divided depending on whether an initiator actually happened
or not.

11



Real (R). Applicable when the initiator actually occurred.

Postulated (P). Applicable when no initiator occurred; the postulated initiators
are those for which the degraded safety systems are designed in order to limit their
consequences. The postulated initiators can therefore be identified from the design
basis of the plant.

For some safety systems, it may be necessary to consider more than one postu-
lated initiator; the one giving the highest level on the scale has then to be selected.

4.3.2. Safety function availability

Safety functions are assured by one or more safety systems, the operability of
which is governed by the operational limits and conditions. The only safety functions
whose operability is reviewed are those required for the initiator being considered.
The following categories are considered for each safety function.

Full (A). All safety systems and components which are provided by the design
to cope with the particular initiator in order to limit its consequences are fully opera-
ble (i.e. redundancy/diversity is available).

Within operational limits and conditions (B). The safety systems and compo-
nents which are provided by the design to cope with the initiator in order to limit its
consequences are operable at a level where the minimum safety requirements of each
safety system are met. This minimum operability of a safety system is generally speci-
fied for each plant status in the plant operational limits and conditions.

Adequate (C). For some safety systems, a level of operability lower than that
required by the operational limits and conditions may still be adequate to limit the
consequences of the initiator. This may for example be the case if diverse safety sys-
tems are provided to assure a particular safety function. It may also be the case if
all safety systems which are designed to assure a particular safety function are inoper-
able for such a short time that the safety function is still assured by other means. For
example, if a total station blackout occurs for a short time, the cooling of the reactor
can still be assured.

For other safety systems, such as those required only to fulfil the safety func-
tions for the unlikely initiators, the levels 'within operational limits and conditions'
and 'adequate' may be the same; in this case, it would be necessary to use the one
giving the higher severity level.

Inadequate (D). The degraded operability of the safety systems is such that the
safety functions cannot be fulfilled.

In practice, safety systems or components may be in a state not fully described
by any of these categories. For example, the operability may be less than full but more

12



than that required by the operational limits and conditions, or the whole system may
be available but degraded by loss of indications. Judgements need to be applied in
such cases to determine the equivalent level in Table I.

4.4. ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE

(a) For choosing between two severity levels as indicated in Table I, engineering
judgement has to be used. The following aspects have to be taken into account:

— the time available for corrective action
— the time for which the plant unavailability exists
— the difficulty of operating the systems, caused by absent or misleading

information.

(b) Some events may be classified at one level above that derived by the application
of Table I, if:

— common mode failure occurs in safety systems
— human errors occur which reveal a deficiency in the safety culture
— a violation of operational limits and conditions occurs, without justification,

revealing a deficiency in the safety culture
— procedures are considered inadequate
— anomalies are discovered which would not have been discovered by normal

procedures, revealing a deficiency in the surveillance programme.

(c) Internal or external hazards, such as fires, external explosions or tornados, may
not directly affect the operation of the plant. In using Table I, the hazard itself
should not be considered as an initiator, but the safety systems which remain
operable should be assessed against an 'initiator' that occurred and/or against
potential 'initiators'.

(d) Some events may by themselves be of little significance but may be the precur-
sor to a more significant event (e.g. a small or terminated leak). In addition to
the standard application of Table I, such events should also be assessed by con-
sidering the safety system performance against the more serious initiator
(potential) that could have occurred. This assessment should take account of the
likelihood of the potential event actually developing from the event that
occurred. Certain structural defects discovered in the reactor coolant boundary
or other components can be treated in this way.

(e) Certain events may occur which, whilst they do not in any way affect reactor
safety directly, are nevertheless of some significance because they reveal defi-
ciencies in the safety culture of the plants. Such events could involve human
error, procedural inadequacies or violations of procedure, and could be catego-
rized as level 1. They may result in failure to maintain proper control over radio-

13



active materials or a failure in the systems of dose control. Examples of such
events are:

— unauthorized removal of contaminated/irradiated items from the site
— unplanned operator doses
— uncontrolled effluent discharges
— spread of contamination on the site resulting in the reclassification of an

area.

4.5. BELOW SCALE

According to the guidance given above, a number of events are considered to
be insignificant in terms of the defence-in-depth criterion and should be classified as
level 0 or 'below scale'. Such anomalies should be distinguished from situations
where operational limits and conditions are not exceeded and which are properly
managed in accordance with adequate procedures. Some general examples of such
events are given below although it may be necessary to qualify some of these exam-
ples in order to reflect differences in reactor design:

— random single failure in a redundant system
— single human failure of no consequence
— inoperability or anomaly, without common mode, discovered during periodic

inspections or tests
— automatic shutdown sequence proceeding normally
— minimum requirements specified in the operational limits and conditions,

reached with normal passage to fallback state
— spurious operation of the safety systems without affecting the safety of the plant

and normal return to operation
— event immobilizing an item not important to safety
— non-significant degradation of the barrier (leak rate less than operational limits

and conditions)
— worker industrial accident involving small contamination but the severity of the

accident (e.g. death/injury) not relevant in classifying the event on the scale.

14



DEFINITIONS

The terms and definitions used here are essentially those contained within the
IAEA Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS) publications.

Accident conditions

Deviations from operational states which are expected to be infrequent and
which could lead to the release of unacceptable quantities of radioactive materials if
the relevant engineered safety features did not function as per design intent.

Anticipated operational occurrences

All operational processes deviating from normal operation which are expected
to occur once or several times during the operating life of the plant and which, in
view of appropriate design provisions, do not cause any significant damage to items
important to safety nor lead to accident conditions.

Initiator (initiating event)

Identified event (initiator) that leads to anticipated operational occurrences or
accident conditions.

Operability of a safety system/equipment

A system or component shall be considered operable when it is capable of per-
forming its required function in the required manner.

Operational limits and conditions

A set of rules which set forth parameter limits, the functional capability and
the performance levels of equipment and personnel approved by the regulatory body
for safe operation of the nuclear power plant. (In some countries, these are called
'technical specifications'.)

Safety functions

A specific purpose that must be accomplished for safety. The list of safety func-
tions is given in the IAEA Safety guide 50-SG-O1.

Safety systems

Systems important to safety, provided to ensure the safe shutdown of the reactor
or the residual heat removal from the core, or to limit the consequences of anticipated
operational occurrences and accident conditions.

15



Appendix

EXAMPLE OF A SET OF INITIATORS (INITIATING EVENTS)
FOR A PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR

A.I. EXPECTED

— Reactor trip
— Inadvertent chemical shim dilution
— Loss of feedwater flow
— Reactor coolant system depressurization by inadvertent operation of an active

component (e.g. a safety or relief valve)
— Inadvertent reactor coolant system depressurization by normal or auxiliary

pressurizer spray cooldown
— Steam generator tube leakage in excess of plant technical specifications but less

than the equivalent of a full tube rupture
— Reactor coolant system leakage that would not prevent a controlled reactor shut-

down and cooldown
— Power conversion system leakage that would not prevent a controlled reactor

shutdown and cooldown
— Loss of off-site AC power, including consideration of voltage and frequency

disturbances
— Operation with a fuel assembly in any misoriented or misplaced position
— Inadvertent withdrawal of any single control assembly during refueling
— Minor fuel handling accident
— Complete loss or interruption of forced reactor coolant flow excluding reactor

coolant pump locked rotor.

A.2. POSSIBLE

— Small LOCA
— Full rupture of one steam generator tube
— Drop of a spent fuel assembly involving only the dropped assembly
— Leakage from spent fuel pool in excess of normal makeup capability
— Blowdown of reactor coolant through multiple safety or relief valves.

A3. UNLIKELY

— Major LOCA, up to and including the largest justified pipe rupture in the reac-
tor coolant pressure boundary

— Single control rod ejection
— Major power conversion system pipe rupture, up to and including the largest

justified pipe rupture
— Drop of a spent fuel assembly onto other spent fuel assemblies.
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Annex

EXAMPLES OF CLASSIFICATION

The purpose of this annex is to provide realistic examples of the classification
of events to assist in understanding the logic of the scale as well as providing guidance
on specific issues.

Altogether eight events have been selected as examples: seven classified under
the criterion 'defence-in-depth' and one was classified under the criterion 'on-site
impact'.

The classification of events (described in the attachments) is given in Table II.
In addition to the INES classification, Table II contains the justification for the levels
selected as well as an indication of the appropriate part of Sections 3 and 4 to illustrate
the application of the 'additional guidance' paragraphs. All events classified under the
'defence-in-depth' criteria also contain a reference to the applicable initiator fre-
quency and safety function unavailability from Table I.
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TABLE II. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION OF THE SCALE

Reactor
type

PWR

PWR

Title

Reactor scram
following the fall of
control rods

Flooding of the low
pressure injection pumps

Description
in attachment

No.

1

2

INES
level

0

0

Section

Table I, A-1R

4.5

4.4(c)

Table I, A-IP

4.4(b)

4.5

Comments

Initiator: reactor trip (expected).
All safety systems available.

Operational limits and conditions not exceeded
and reactor trip proceeds normally. Thus, 0 is
sele.ied.

The flooding by itself is a hazard which
has to be judged on its consequences; no 'real
initiator' occurred in this case.

For the particular plant status in which the event
occurred, the low pressure injection system was
not required at all; thus, full safety system avail-
ability was still assured.

The event was caused by a human error, but this
human error did not reveal a deficiency in the
safety culture.
The event was caused by a single human failure,
and had no consequences on plant safety.



Reactor
type

PWR

PWR

Title

Containment spray not
available owing to valves
left in closed position

Primary system water
leak through the blown
rupture disk of the
pressurizer discharge tank

Description
in attachment

No.

3

4

INES
level

1

1

Section

Table I, C-3P

4.4(a)

4.4(b)

Table I, A-1R

Comments

The spray system is needed to cope with a large
LOCA which is unlikely to be an initiator. The
status of the spray system is outside the opera-
tional limits and conditions. However, a diverse
system was available to fulfil the required safety
function. Table I suggests level 1 or 2.

Level 1 was chosen because the time for which
the unavailability exists is short compared to
expected period between large LOCAs.

The human error was an isolated one and was
detected during the next scheduled monthly
check. This does not reveal a deficiency in the
safety culture or in the surveillance programme.

The initiating event is a small reactor coolant
system leakage that would not prevent a con-
trolled reactor shutdown and cooldown: it is an
expected initiator. All safety systems were avail-
able. This justifies a level 0 or 1.



TABLE II. (cont.)

Reactor
type

PWR
(com.)

GCR

PWR

Title

Loss of all reactor
coolant circulators

Through wall crack in
non-isolable ECCS
fittings on the reactor
coolant system

Description
in attachment

No.

5

6

INES
level

2

2

Section

4.4(a)

Table I, C-1R

4.3.2
last para.

Table I, A I R

Comments

The understanding of the situation was compli-
cated by inadvertent signals which caused con-
tainment isolation, which justifies the selection of
level 1 instead of level 0.

The initiator is the reactor trip. The operability
of the reactor cooling system was less than
allowed by operational limits and conditions, but
the large heat sink as well as the availability of
natural circulation gives a very long timescale
before high temperatures are reached. Thus, the
safety function availability is between 'within
operational limits and conditions' and 'adequate'.

Category 2 has been judged as relevant for this
event. The categorization is also supported by
the appropriate and timely actions taken by per-
sonnel to mitigate the event.

The initiator is an unisolable reactor coolant
system leak, which is a possible event. The
safety functions were available in full. In accor-
dance with Table I the level should be ! or 2.



K>

Reactor

type

PWR
(com.)

GCR

Title

Partial blockage of the
water intake of one unit,
loss of off-site power to
the twin unit during
cold weather

Description
in attachment

No.

7

INES

level

3

Section

4.4(b)

4.4(d)

Table I, D-1P

Comments

The higher level was selected on the basis of:
— common mode failure (could affect all redun-

dant trains)
— anomaly discovered fortuitously (not by

regular surveillance).

Additional support for the higher level is
provided by the fact that structural defects were
discovered in the reactor coolant boundary which
could be a precursor to a more significant event.

There was no real initiator, but the postulated ini-
tiator (loss of off-site power) is an expected one.
The loss of heat sink during cold weather condi-
tions caused a loss of on-site power supply which
is needed in the event of a loss of off-site
power. If at that moment a loss of off-site power
had appeared, no safety system would have been
available to cope with the event; the availability
of safety functions was thus 'inadequate'.

After 1 hour, a loss of off-site power has actu-
ally occurred, which gives more weight to the
selection of level 3.



TABLE II. (cont.)

Reactor
type

Not
relevant

Title

Exposure due to
irradiated fuel element
on the reactor operating
floor

Description
in attachment

No.

8

INES
level

3

Section

3.2

4.4(c)

Comments

The event resulted in an exposure of two
workers, one of whom received 90 mSv
effective dose, the other 8.5 mSv.

The corrective action also required significant
exposure of workers.

The event was due to a human error, which may
reveal a deficiency in the safety culture of the
plant. Therefore, even if the worker's exposure
had been under the established limit, the event
would be classified as level 1 according to
defence-in-depth criterion.



Attachment 1

REACTOR SCRAM FOLLOWING THE FALL OF CONTROL RODS

Event description Rating INES: Level 0

The unit was operating at rated power. During the insertion of the shutdown rod
(A bank) which was carried out under the periodic control rod surveillance test, the
reactor was scrammed as a result of the 'power range neutron flux high negative rate'
signal, which also caused automatic turbine and generator trip.

The control rod operation was promptly checked on the control rod transient
position detector. It was found that the four control rods of shutdown bank A group
had fallen down prior to the reactor shutdown.

An inspection of the control circuit of the control rod drive mechanism showed
that the cause of the malfunction was a defective regulation card (printed circuit
board).

Later, the relevant faulty card was replaced with a spare card, and after the
integrity of the control circuit had been checked, the operation was resumed at rated
output.
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Attachment 2

FLOODING OF LOW HEAD SAFETY INJECTION PUMP ROOMS
AND PUMPS

Event description Rating INES: Level 0

This event occurred at the end of refuelling outage. Maintenance work was in
progress on a low head safety injection pump (LHSI). The pump rotor had been
removed, following leakage from the mechanical seals during unit operation. After
the motor driven valve at the pump suction was opened from the control room, the
alarms indicating 'high level in the sump of the LHSI pump room' and 'low level in
the refuelling water storage tank' were activated and the operator therefore closed
valve RIS 85 VB. An alarm indicating high levels of activity above the sump pump
in the LHSI pump room was then actuated. During the three minutes that valve RIS
85 VB remained open, 80 m3 of water from the refuelling water storage tank were
discharged into the LHSI pumps rooms, resulting in the pumps being flooded. The
incident also resulted in damage to pump monitoring systems, temperature sensors,
flow meters and the pump room radioactivity monitoring system.

At the time of the incident the operator was unaware that he had failed to respect
the technical specifications for reactor operation. It should be noted that the operating
specifications relating to the cold shutdown condition had only just been brought into
force at this unit and were new to the operators; the safety authorities had had to issue
'reminders' to the operators.

The incident was caused by failure to close the manual valve located at the suc-
tion of pump RIS 002 PO. This error was made during an administrative lock-out
operation. The technician responsible for closing the valve had apparently been con-
fronted with a mechanical malfunction: the position indicator on the valve had indi-
cated that the valve was closed when it was in fact open. The malfunction had gone
unreported and no further checks had been carried out.
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Attachment 3

CONTAINMENT SPRAY NOT AVAILABLE OWING TO VALVES
LEFT IN CLOSED POSITION

Event description Rating INES: Level 1

The twin plant has to shut down both its reactors annually in order to perform
the required tests on the common emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and the
related automatic safety actions.

These tests are usually performed when one of the two reactors is in cold shut-
down for refuelling.

On 9 October, Units 1 and 2 were subjected to these tests. Unit 1 remained in
the cold shutdown condition for refuelling and Unit 2 resumed power operation on
14 October. On 1 November it was discovered during the monthly check of the
safeguard valves that the four valves on the discharge side of the spray pumps were
closed. It was concluded that these valves had not been reopened again after the tests
on 9 October, in contradiction to the requirements of the related test procedure.

Unit 2 had thus operated during 18 days with spray unavailable.
It was concluded that the cause of the event was a human error. The test proce-

dure has been performed many times before without error. However, it was recog-
nized that the error occurred at the end of a test period that was longer than usual
(as a result of troubleshooting) and that a more formal reporting of actions accom-
plished could be very useful.
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Attachment 4

PRIMARY SYSTEM WATER LEAK THROUGH BLOW RUPTURE DISK
OF THE PRESSURIZER DISCHARGE TANK

Event description Rating INES: Level 1

The unit had been brought to hot shutdown. The residual heat removal (RHR)
system had been isolated and partially drained for system tests after modification
work and was therefore not available.

The periodic test of pressurizer spray system efficiency was under way and the
reactor coolant system was at a pressure of 159 bars. At about 4.00 p.m., the pres-
surizer relief tank high pressure alarm was actuated. The level in the volume control
tank (RCV 02 BA) fell, indicating leakage of reactor coolant at an estimated rate of
1.5 m3 an hour. The operator went into the reactor building in an attempt to discover
where the leak was located and concluded that it was coming from the stem of a valve
on the reactor coolant system (manual valve located on the temperature sensor by-pass
line). The operator checked that the valve was leaktight by placing it in its back-seat
position by means of the handwheel (in fact, the valve was still not correctly seated).

The leakage continued and maintenance staff were called in at 6.00 p.m. but
they too failed to find the source of the leak.

During this time, the pressure and temperature inside the pressurizer relief tank
continued to rise. The operator maintained the temperature below 50°C by means of
feed and bleed operations, i.e. injections of cold make-up water and drainage into the
reactor coolant drain recovery tank. Two pumps installed in parallel direct this
effluent out of the reactor building towards the boron recycle system tank.

At around 9.00 p.m., the activity sensors indicated an increase in radioactivity
in the reactor building. At 9.56 p.m., the setpoint for partial isolation of the contain-
ment was reached. This resulted notably in closure of the valves inside the contain-
ment on the nuclear island vent and drain system (RPE). At this point effluent could
no longer be routed to the boron recycle system. Pressure inside the pressurizer relief
tank continued to rise until at 9.22 p.m. the rupture disks blew. To maintain the tem-
perature in the pressurizer relief tank at around 50°C, water make-up had to be con-
tinued until 11.36 p.m. At 1.45 a.m., activity levels inside the reactor building fell
below the setpoint for containment isolation.

At 2.32 a.m., the reactor coolant system was at a pressure of 25 bars, the unit
had been brought to subcritical hot shutdown conditions with heat being removed by
the steam generators; the RHR system was still unavailable.

The RHR system was reinstated at 10.54 a.m. and at 11.45 a.m. the leaking
valve on the reactor coolant system was disconnected from its remote control to allow
it to be reseated, thereby stopping the leak.
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Attachment 5

LOSS OF FORCED GAS CIRCULATION
FOR BETWEEN 15 AND 20 MINUTES

Event description Rating INES: Level 2

A single phase fault on the instrument supplies to Reactor 1 was not cleared
automatically and persisted until supplies were changed over manually. The fault
caused both high pressure and low pressure feed trip valves to close on one boiler,
leading to rundown of the corresponding steam driven gas circulator. Much of the
instrumentation and automatic control on the boilers and Raactor 1 was lost. Manual
rod insertion was possible and was attempted but the rate was insufficient to prevent
rising temperatures leading to Reactor 1 being automatically tripped on high absolute
fuel element temperature (approximately 16°C rise). It appeared to the operator that
all the rod control systems were rendered inoperable.

The battery backed essential instrumentation and the reactor protection system
remained functional, together with some of the normal control and instrumentation
systems.

All gas circulators ran down as the steam to their turbines deteriorated. The
instrument supplies fault prevented engagement of gas circulator pony motors either
automatically or manually. Low pressure feed was maintained throughout to three out
of four boilers and was restored to the fourth boiler by operator action. After the ini-
tial transient, leading to reactor tripping, fuel element temperatures fell but rose as
forced gas circulation failed. These temperatures stabilized at about 50°C below nor-
mal operational levels before falling once again when gas circulator pony motors were
started on engagement of standby instrument supplies. Reactor 2 was unaffected and
operated at full output throughout. Reactor 1 was returned to power the following day.
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Attachment 6

THROUGH WALL CRACK IN NON-ISOLABLE ECCS FITTING
ON THE REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

Event description Rating INES: Level 2

While the plant was at full power, a sudden increase of the various containment
activity measurements occurred, simultaneously with a level decrease in the volume
control tank of the chemistry volume control system (CVCS) (leak of about 1300 L/h).

The leak was not isolable and the unit was shut down slowly. The leak was
localized by visual inspection on a 6 inch elbow between the primary hot leg No. 1
and an emergency core cooling system (ECCS) isolation check valve.

Subsequent non-destructive examinations revealed additional cracks in the heat
affected zone of a nearby weld, and in the check valve body.

The cause of the event may be thermal fatigue induced by cyclic cold water dis-
charge through the check valves due to a leaking valve downstream of the CVCS
charging pumps, which serve also as high pressure ECCS pumps.
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Attachment 7

PARTIAL BLOCKAGE OF THE WATER INTAKE OF ONE UNIT AND
LOSS OF OFF-SITE POWER AT THE TWIN UNIT DURING

COLD WEATHER

Event description Rating INES: Level 3

There were two events, both having the same cause: partial blockage of Unit 1
water intake and, two hours later, loss of off-site power at Unit 2.

The source of the twofold incident was the cold weather prevailing in the area
at the time: ice floes blocked the water intake while the low temperatures contributed
to the tripping of the conventional unit, followed by a voltage reduction on the trans-
mission grid.

Blocking of the pumping station at Unit 1

Ice probably slipped under the skimmer, reaching the trash racks of the Unit 1
pumping station. Further ice formation may have turned the ice floes into a solid
block, partially obstructing the trash racks shared by the two screening drums of
Unit 1 pumping station.

The blockage therefore occurred below the surface, out of sight, and may have
been worsened by recirculation of warm water, which was proceeding at the time. The
recirculation from top to bottom would have driven the ice downwards. This would
have produced a significant reduction in raw water intake at the pumping station.
There was no clear alarm signal indicating the drop in level.

As a result of the drop in level, between 9.27 and 9.34 a.m. vacuum losses
occurred at the condensers of the four turboblowers for Unit 1 and the four auxiliary
turbine generators for the site.

Vacuum loss at the condensers led to automatic tripping of:

— the main steam intake of the four turboblowers at the plant (from 9.27 to
9.28 a.m.); the turboblowers switched over to the auxiliary feed (steam sup-
plied by auxiliary boilers) at 1100 rev/min.;

— the four auxiliary turbine generator sets at the site (between 9.30 and
9.34 a.m.); the four corresponding busbars (DSiA) were each resupplied from
the grid within one second.

The main turbine generator sets were switched off at 9.28 and 9.34 a.m.
Rod drop occurred at 9.33 a.m. as a result of generalized clad failure detection

as signalled by two fault alarms, which were not due to actual changes in the
parameters concerned but to very brief voltage loss at the busbars fed by the auxiliary
turbine generators Nos 3 and 4 just before they were resupplied one second later from
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the grid. Since the two signals did not reflect any actual fault, rod drop was very likely
caused by signals from the control system which indicates the carbon dioxide temper-
ature at the core exit.

Vacuum loss at the condensers for the turboblowers led to the bursting of safety
membranes on three of the four condensers. In spite of this, three turboblowers con-
tinued to operate because they were fed by the steam from the auxiliary boilers, which
remained in operation throughout, and steam was released into the vault and thence
into the reactor building.

Following the scram, the reactor was cooled through forced carbon dioxide cir-
culation in the vessel. The COj flow rate remained above 1.6 t/s (the minimum flow
rate for core cooling following reactor trip is 1 t/s). Residual power was removed via
the main heat exchanger cooled by means of feedwater and with steam released to
atmosphere, then by cooling the water at the condensers of the turboblowers in
operation.

Reactor trip at Unit 2

At about 11 a.m., the nuclear auxiliary systems for Unit 1, which had tripped,
were therefore half supplied by the auxiliary turbine generators for the site and half
by the grid.

Unit 2 was still in operation, although from 9.33 to 10.35 a.m. no auxiliary tur-
bine generator set at the site had been available (situation not foreseen under general
operating rules) and the only power supplies consisted of the transmission grid and
the two main turbine generator sets for the unit. From 10.55 a.m. onwards, when a
second auxiliary turbine generator was reconnected to its switchboard, two turbo-
blowers were fed by the auxiliary turbine generators in operation and the two other
turboblowers drawing from one of the two 400 kV lines.

At 11.43 a.m., tripping of the conventional unit led to a voltage drop in the grid
and tripping of Unit 2, actuating the alternator safety systems. Unit 1, which had
already tripped, remained supplied by the grid and the only power source lost was
that for the safety building (BUS), where the power supply systems for the emergency
system pumps are located. This power source was provided by Unit 2.

It was at Unit 2 that the situation was and, above all might have been, the most
critical. Following voltage reduction in the transmission grid, the two main turbine
generator sets at Unit 2 tripped almost simultaneously (unsuccessful house load oper-
ation), causing rod drop and reactor scram as well as loss of off-site power (tripping
of line circuit breakers).

At this time, only two out of the four auxiliary turbine generators had been
brought back into service. Consequently, only two of the four turboblowers remained
in operation to provide core cooling. The power lines linking Unit 2 to the grid were
restored after 10 and 26 minutes, so that the other two turboblowers were brought
back into service.
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Attachment 8

EXPOSURE OF IRRADIATED FUEL ELEMENT ON THE
REACTOR OPERATING FLOOR

Event description Rating INES: Level 3

An irradiated fuel element contained within a 0.3 inch thick steel can was inad-
vertently removed from a shielded enclosure by two operators using a hand grab. The
element (in its can) passed close to the bodies of the operators and was handled by
them before being allowed to rest in a near vertical position alongside the enclosure.

The operation was being carried out within the secondary containment build-
ing. The element had recently been discharged from the reactor and transferred to
a shielded 'canning station' in which the individual fuel elements were normally
sealed in tubular cans prior to their removal to a decay storage pond. The accident
occurred because, as a result of a machinery misalignment, the irradiated element
was picked up in place of a 'new' element intended for loading into the reactor.

The exposure of the highly active element (12 days cooled) instantly activated
numerous radiation detectors and alarms inside and outside the secondary building
and these led to the prompt evacuation of all operating personnel from the area.
Realizing that the gamma dose rate on the site roads and open areas outside the build-
ing would be substantial, the shift manager sounded the site emergency alarm.

Recovery from the situation was achieved by the shift manager, accompanied
by an assistant, making a brief re-entry to the secondary building to attempt to replace
the exposed element within the canning station. The operation was carried out
quickly and successfully using long handled tongs and a wire lasso.

Reconstruction dosimetry, supported by the workers' film badge measurements,
gave 'best estimates' of the organ doses to the two operators involved in the incident
of 140 and 40 rad (gonads), and maximum extremity doses of 400 rad (hands). The
whole body doses to the two operators who effected the recovery were 9 and 0.85 rad.
[Note: 100 rad = 1 Gy]
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Al. INTRODUCTION

As a result of experience already gained in the use of the Internationa] Nuclear
Event Scale, some further guidance has been prepared to supplement the information
provided in the User's Manual. This information is contained in this Addendum and
is arranged in the same order as in the Manual.

It may be pointed out that the examples seen in the Annex of the User's Manual
represent 'case law'. As experience is gained, further examples will be developed.

In order to assist in the use of the User's Manual, the flow chart in Fig. Al
is provided. Use of this chart will aid in categorization and will help to ensure that
all the appropriate sections of the Manual are considered.

This Addendum explains the principles underlying the defence-in-depth table
(Table I in the User's Manual). It considers the two types of incidents separately,
deriving separate tables for events with and without an initiator. The tables derived
are not inconsistent with the one in the User's Manual but in some cases only one
number is specified, while there is a choice in the Manual and in other cases a choice
is provided where only one number is specified in the Manual. Additional guidance
is given on which value to select when a choice is given and on the reasons for up-
rating or downrating the value chosen from the tables. The reasons for this are fully
explained. Use of the new tables should provide a more consistent categorization of
events and it is therefore recommended that they are used in place of Table. I.

A2. OFF-SITE IMPACT (SECTION 2)

It is accepted that for many accidents it will not be possible to determine with
accuracy at an early stage the size of the off-site release. However, it should be
possible to indicate the release in broad terms and thus to assign the accident to a
tentative level on the scale. It is possible that subsequent re-evaluation of the extent
of the release would necessitate revision of the initial estimate of the level of the
event on the scale.

It should also be noted that descriptions of emergency responses to accidents
are indicative only. The details of the planning against accidents at nuclear plants
vary, from one country to another and it is also possible that precautionary measures
may be taken in some cases even where they are not fully justified by the size of
the release. It is the size of release which should be used to classify the level on the
scale and not the provision of emergency plans or protective action.

A3. ON-SITE IMPACT (SECTION 3)

It is accepted that the exact nature of damage to fuel or to cladding may not
be known for some time following an accident with on-site consequences of this
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nature. However, it should be possible to estimate in broad terms the likelihood of
major or minor damage to the fuel and its cladding and to decide whether to assign
an event provisionally to levels 4 or 5 on the scale. It is possible that subsequent re-
evaluation of the state of the core would necessitate revision of the initial assessment
of the level.

A4. INITIATORS (SECTION 4.3.1)

Initiators are used in safety analysis to evaluate the adequacy of safety systems.
The systems that protect against each initiator are listed and their adequacy tested
by means of reliability and transient analysis. A number of different event sequences
can often be grouped under a single initiator. This is the concept of initiators that
is used here.

However, some confusion has arisen in connection with the definition of the
initiator. It may not be the occurrence that starts the incident. It is the occurrence
that challenges the safety systems and requires them to function.

For many incidents it will be necessary to consider more than one initiator. For
example, a power excursion may challenge the protection function and lead to a shut-
down. It is then necessary to consider the reactor trip as an initiator requiring the
fuel cooling function. For example, in Attachment 5 in the User's Manual the first
occurrence in the incident was a fault on instrument supplies. This caused feed to
be lost to one boiler but did not directly challenge any safety system. It is not there-
fore to be considered as an initiator. The transient that followed challenged the pro-
tection system and is therefore an initiator. However, such transients are expected
to occur and the safety function availability (i.e. the reliability of the protection sys-
tem) was complete so this would give level 0 or 1. However, the later reactor trip
required all the post-trip cooling functions to work and is therefore also an initiator.
As explained in the Annex, it is this that led to categorization at level 2.

A5. SAFETY FUNCTIONS/SYSTEMS (SECTION 4.3.2)

The three basic safety functions are:

(a) controlling the reactivity
(b) cooling the fuel
(c) confining the radioactivity material.

These functions are provided by passive systems (such as physical barriers)
and by active systems (such as the reactor protection system).

Several systems may contribute to a particular safety function, including
those providing support systems such as electrical supplies, cooling, instrument sup-
plies, etc.



It is important that it is the operability of the function that is considered when
using the tables in the User's Manual or this Addendum, not the operability of an
individual system.

A6. ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE (SECTION 4.4)

A6.1. Potential consequences

Section 4.3 lists three aspects that are to be considered in choosing the appro-
priate event scale level. It is also necessary to consider the potential consequences
that could arise if the incident that occurred were to develop into an accident. For
example, a fault affecting only a few fuel assemblies would be rated lower than a
similar event affecting the whole core.

A6.2. Safety culture

For events not affecting reactor safety directly, where the tables are inappro-
priate, Section 4.4(e) gives additional guidance.

Where such events reveal deficiencies in safety culture, they should be catego-
rized as level 1. Their categorization does not depend on the amount of radioactivity
released or the dose received but on the extent to which the safety culture is deficient.

A further example to those given in the User's Manual would be a release of
activity into the ground water table.

A6.3. Violation of technical specifications

Incidents will occur where operational limits and conditions are violated but
it is difficult or inappropriate to use Table I of the User's Manual.

Such incidents should generally be classified as level 1, particularly if there is
evidence of a deficiency in safety culture.

A6.4. Structural defects

The choice of the appropriate level for structural defects requires an under-
standing of the safety significance of the defects. Whilst it is clear that very small
defects discovered during routine inspection are to be expected and should not be
categorized on the scale it is very difficult to define the boundary between 'insignifi-
cant' and 'significant' defects. There are no generally applicable criteria. However,
the categorization clearly needs to take account of two factors.



Firstly, the safety significance of the defective component. This can be done
by using the level that would have been appropriate if the component had actually
failed (i.e. real initiator). Secondly, the safety significance of the defect itself, i.e.
how much did it increase the probability of failure of the component. The decision
will obviously be based largely on engineering judgement.

Further consideration will be given to this issue on the basis of experience
gained during the trial period.

A6.5. Events during shutdown

Some difficulty has been experienced in applying the User's Manual to events
during shutdown. When such difficulties are encountered, the following approach is
suggested. It deals only with the fuel cooling function, although clearly other func-
tions must also be considered.

The loss of fuel cooling should be used as the initiator, either real or postu-
lated, with the expected frequency. An assessment is then made of the additional
means provided to ensure fuel cooling and the appropriate category of safety function
operability is chosen, bearing in mind the time scale available for action. It is recog-
nized that this choice will be based largely on engineering judgement.

The applicability of the scale to shutdown events will be further considered
during the trial period.

A7. BELOW SCALE: DEFINITION OF SPURIOUS (SECTION 4.5)

The User's Manual indicates that spurious initiation of a safety system will
generally be below scale. Spurious actuation, in this respect, would include operation
of a safety system as a result of a control system failure, instrument drift or
individual human error (for example, safety injection (SI) system actuation due to
human error during an I&C test while the reactor coolant system (RCS) parameters
were normal). However, the actuation of a safety system initiated by variations in
physical parameters which have been caused by unintended action(s) elsewhere in
the plant would not be considered as spurious initiation of the safety system. An
example of the latter is actuation of the SI system on low RCS level and pressure
caused by overcooling due to spurious opening of the steam dump (turbine bypass
line).

A8. UNDERLYING LOGIC TO TABLE I (SECTION 4.2 AND 4.3)

A good measure of defence-in-depth degradation would be provided by the
conditional probability of an accident given that the incident had occurred. However,



this approach would require a detailed PSA study for each plant and this is not avail-
able at every plant nor would it be practicable to use the technique on the short time
scale required. In addition, there are other factors, such as safety culture deficien-
cies, which are not necessarily represented in a PSA. The approach used is intended
to reflect the PSA method without the need for detailed analysis.

A fundamental part of the approach is the identification of initiators and their
allocation to three frequency categories (expected, possible, unlikely). Each country
will therefore need to develop a list of initiators and allocate them to the appropriate
category for each reactor design. An example listing of initiators is given in the
appendix of the User's Manual.

There have been difficulties in using Table I and in understanding the under-
lying logic. This section provides additional information and divides Table I into two
tables, one dealing with real initiators (i.e. where safety systems were required to
function) and one dealing with postulated initiators (i.e. the safety systems were not
actually required to function). It is recommended that these new tables be used
instead of Table I. The tables are not inconsistent with Table I and are intended to
produce the same rating for an event. Any slight differences are discussed fully
below.

A8.1. Derivation of the table for incidents involving a degradation of safety
systems without an initiator (postulated columns of Table I)

It is clear that the categorization of an incident will depend primarily on the
extent to which the systems are degraded and the likelihood of the initiator for which
they are provided. Strictly speaking, it is the likelihood of the initiator occurring
during the period of safety function degradation since the period of inoperability will
vary from one incident to another. Therefore, if the period of inoperability is very
short, a level lower than that provided in Table I may be appropriate.

If the operability of a required safety function is inadequate, then an accident
was only prevented because the expected initiator did not occur. For such an inci-
dent, level 3 is appropriate. It does not matter whether the safety function was just
inadequate or very inadequate. If it is less than adequate, level 3 is appropriate. If
the inadequate safety function is only required for possible or unlikely initiators, a
lower level is clearly appropriate because the likelihood of an accident is much
lower. For this reason, Table Al shows level 2 for possible initiators and level 1 for
unlikely initiators.

The level chosen should clearly be less when the safety function is adequate
than when it is inadequate. Thus, if the function is required for expected initiators,
and the operability is just adequate, level 2 is appropriate. However, in a number
of cases, the safety function operability may be considerably greater than just ade-
quate, but not within the operational limits and conditions. This is because the mini-
mum operability required by operational limits and conditions will often still
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TABLE Al. SEVERITY CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA FOR DEGRADATION

OF DEFENCE-IN-DEPTH WITHOUT AN INITIATOR

Initiator
frequency

Safety
function
availability

A Full

B Within operational
limits and
conditions

C Adequate

D Inadequate

Expected

(1)

0

0

1/2

3

Possible

(2)

0

0

1

2

Unlikely

(3)

0

0

1

1

TABLE A2. SEVERITY CLASSIFICATION CRITERIA FOR DEGRADATION

OF DEFENCE-IN-DEPTH WITH AN INITIATOR

Initiator
frequency

Safety
function
availability

A Full

B Within operational
limits and
conditions

C Adequate

O Inadequate

Expected

(1)

0

1/2

2/3

3 +

Possible
(2)

1

2/3

2/3

3 +

Unlikely

(3)

2

2/3

2/31

3 +



incorporate some redundancy and/or diversity against expected initiators. In such
situations level 1 is more appropriate. For these reasons, Table Al gives a choice
of level 1 or 2. The appropriate value should be chosen on the basis of the remaining
redundancy and/or diversity within the systems.

If the safety function is required for possible initiators then reduction by one
degree of the level derived above for an inadequate system gives level 1. Here there
is likely to be less difference between an inadequate operability and an operability
which is less than that within the operational limits and conditions. Also it is not con-
sidered appropriate to categorize a reduction in safety system operability below than
that required by the operational limits and conditions as level 0. One important part
of defence-in-depth, a redundant safety system, has been defeated. Thus only level
1 is shown in Table Al. Similarly, for unlikely initiators only level 1 is shown.

If the safety function operability is within the operational limits and conditions,
the plant has remained within its safe operating envelope and level 0 is appropriate
for all frequencies of initiators. This is also shown in Table Al.

A8.2. Derivation of the table for incidents involving an initiator ('real'
columns of Table I)

Here the categorization will depend primarily on the operability of the safety
systems but for consistency the same table structure as for postulated initiators is
used.

Clearly, if the safety function is inadequate, an accident will have occurred and
it may be categorized under criterion 1 or 2. However, in terms of defence-in-depth,
level 3 represents the highest level. Therefore 3+ can be seen in Table A2.

If the safety function is just adequate, then again level 3 is appropriate, as a
further failure would lead to an accident. However, as noted in the previous section,
when the inoperability in just less than that required by the operational limits and
conditions, it may be considerably greater than just adequate, particularly for
expected initiators. Therefore in Table A2, level 3/2 is shown, for expected initiators
and adequate safety functions, the choice depending on the extent to which the opera-
bility is greater than adequate. For unlikely initiators the operability required by the
operational limits and conditions is likely to be just adequate and, therefore, in
general level 3 would be appropriate. However, there may be particular initiators
for which there is redundancy and therefore Table A2 shows level 3/2 for all initiator
frequencies.

If there is full safety function operability and an expected initiator occurs, this
should clearly be level 0 as shown in Table A2. However, the occurrence of possible
or unlikely initiators, even though there may be considerable redundancy in the
safety systems, represents a failure of one of the important parts of defence-in-depth,
namely the prevention of initiators. For this reason Table I shows a level 1 for pos-
sible initiators and a level 2 for unlikely initiators. This is in recognition of the fact
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that although there are still protection systems, something has gone wrong either in
design, operation, surveillance or safety culture and that the higher anticipated fre-
quency of tne event implies it is more serious.

If the operability of safety functions is within the operational limits and condi-
tions, then in many cases, as already noted, for possible and particularly for unlikely
initiators, there will be no further redundancy. Therefore, as for adequate operabil-
ity, level 3/2 is appropriate, depending on the remaining redundancy. For expected
initiators, there will be additional redundancy and therefore a lower categorization
is proposed. Table A2 shews level 1/2, where again the vaiue chosen should depend
on the additional redundancy within the safety functions.

A8.3. Use of the tables

The numbers shown in Tables Al and A2 are consistent with those in Table I
of the User's Manual, corresponding to one or both of the numbers shown. In some
cases, only one level is now given while Table I in the manual gave a choice of two
levels. The number shown in these tables is considered to be appropriate in most
cases and some confusion had in fact arisen over the choices in the table in the
Manual. In some cases, notably level 3 incidents, a choice is given here whereas
Table I specified only level 3. The choice has been added because use of the scale
has already identified a number of incidents where level 2 was considered more
appropriate.

The numbers are intended to show the level that should generally be chosen.
That level can be increased or decreased depending on a number of factors. As
already noted, if the time scale of inoperability is very short, a level lower than the
values given in Table Al may be appropriate. Equally, if other factors are relevant,
such as those listed in Section 4.2, a level higher than that given in Table Al can
be selected. In this context two important points must be made. Firstly, an event can-
not be rated higher than level 3 on the basis of defence-in-depth and secondly, before
upgrading any event to level 3, serious consideration should be given to the appro-
priateness of the rating. Level 3 is intended to apply to incidents where had one other
event happened (either an expected initiator or a further component failure) an acci-
dent would have occurred.

Thus, the choice of level involves:

(i) Selecting the appropriate Table (Al or A2).
(ii) Selecting the proper level from the table on the basis of the appropriate

categorization of initiator and safety function availability, noting that where
there is a choice it should be based on the remaining redundancy and/or diver-
sity within the system. It is also appropriate to take account of the time avail-
able for corrective action and the difficulty of operating the system as a result
of absent or misleading information (Section 4.1 of the User's Manual).
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(iii) Considering whether the selected level should be increased or decreased
depending on:

— the time for which the unavailability existed
— the potential consequences had the safety function failed
— the additional factors noted in Section 4.2.

It is recognized that in practice it may be necessary to carry out steps (ii) and
(iii) together, particularly if the incident is on the boundary between states identified
in the tables.
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